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Single pressure adjustment for 2 flow 
directions 

Fast-acting, full-flow pressure relief 

Compact, lightweight assembly 

FEATURES 

EFFECTIVE CONTROL 

Only one adjustment to set the pressure in 
two flow directions and thus the maximum 
torque in both directions of a hydraulic motor. 

Compu-Spread 
Cross-port Relief Valves CS-CPR 
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The Rexroth CS-CPR Cross-port Relief 
Valve has a unique double acting car-
tridge which provides the same pres-
sure relief setting in two flow direc-
tions with a single adjustment.  In a 
motor circuit it offers the same maxi-
mum torque regardless of direction of 
rotation.  In a cylinder circuit the maxi-
mum force in either direction depends 
on the piston and rod annulus area ra-
tios.  Plow circuits with equal area op-
posing cylinders could benefit from 
such a valve for load protection. 

The assembly uses the Rexroth VSNG 
series full-flow cartridge relief valve.  It 
blocks flow between ports 1 and 2 in 
both directions until pressure at either 
port increases to the valve setting, at 
which point it allows relief flow to the 
opposite port. The maximum difference 
for cracking pressure in both directions 
is 145 psi (10 bar). 

SCHEMATIC 
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS—INCHES (MM) 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Material # A B C 

R987453353 
5.6 

(143) 
2.5   
(63) 

1.4   
(36) 

R987457727 
5.6 

(143) 
2.5   
(63) 

1.4   
(36) 

Maximum difference for cracking pressure in both directions is 145 psi (10 bar)  

All dimensions are approximate, intended for illustrative purposes only. Certified drawings are available upon request. 

Material # Description 
Q 

USGPM 
(l/min) 

Pressure 
(bar) Ports Housing  

Material 

R987453353 
CS-CPR-VSNG-10-
10-1X/210-08UNF 

15 
(56) 

3,000 psi 
(210) 

#8 SAE “O” boss 
(3/4-16 UNF) 

aluminum 

R987457727 
CS-CPR-VSNG-10-
20-1X/210-08UNF 

15 
(56) 

3,400 psi 
(235) 

#8 SAE “O” boss 
(3/4-16 UNF) 

ductile iron 

A 

B C 
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